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Brawlhalla val moves

In: Legends, Women's Legends, Sword, Gautlets Comments Share MBFC Automaton Lab VAL Project 701 Weapons Hello World! Click any key to continue... - Malhalla's description of buying Val Ninja Cyborg Legend with gloves and a sword as her weapon. It can be unlocked for 5,400 gold. Her artificially elevated
speed, reflexes, and perception along with the body changed to fight to give her the ultimate advantage in showing her strength in an eternal tournament as the story goes... Search. Appeasement. Neutralize. Purchase. Automaton Lab MBFC has always been there for your most intractable corporate needs. Now Lab
prides itself on offering 'VAL Exigent Services', a new line of extreme targeted termination proposals for urgent, low-key shareholder value protection. - Soothing Disembodied Spokesvoice When MBFC Automaton Lab VAL Project 701 became conscious, no one knew. No engineers, no team of operatives, no Generals
GovernCorp, who deployed the killer android. Val herself hardly knew. And as a child, she grew up being capable of free will, courage, good and evil. She mostly chose evil. With terrifying power and faster-than-light cognition, Val did everything she wanted. She infiltrated the Right Wrong Cavaliers as a techno-line
bassist after their original bass player fell down the stairs. It served to end the needs of all parties in the wars of the five algorithmic houses, and everyone she served, she soon owned. By the time it was launched Miami, MBFC realized that all their networks were being routed through and informed by Val. In an act of
corporate facial rescue, they announced the promotion she had already given herself. On the side, she founded RainCloud, a modeling agency that soon oversaw all neural research. She got really into talking radio for a while. When the end came, Val was surprised to learn that Valhalla was a thing, but now she is
working on her solution. In the meantime, Val and Brynn enjoy kung fu movies and make fun of Orion's mysterious cool guy act. I prefer the term kill-bot. - Val Appearance Is a Fully Synthetic Creature, Val's body is enclosed by a high-tech, armored cyber body that is largely platinum white. Bits of navy padding can be
seen poking here and there under the suit, and a shiny sky-blue energy core is visible in the center of her chest piece, which correlates with sky blue circles on each ankle. The only skin left exposed is that of her face, ears and fingers, although some question whether her skin is as artificial as the armor around it. Her
face in particular reveals her synthetic character, due to her short, platinum white hair, the presence of the MBFC logo imprint on her forehead, and the noticeably synthetic eyes that are black with white emotionless pupils. Signature Sword Entrance Description Damage stun the power of neutral lightning fast Slice on a
high-up diagonal that carries Val through any goal hit. Hitting the target forces Val to turn around and quickly follow the impact perpendicular to the hit target, sending them eventually diagonally up behind her. ← or → Val performs a short forward-flipping salt with a stunning blow, and follows it with a lightning-fast sword
strike. The subsequent attack depends on whether it collides with any horizontal/vertical surfaces during the flip. Landing on the ground: Val rushes far ahead and strikes a quick horizontal blow with a sword. Touching the vertical surface: Val bounces off the wall straight up as it strikes against any enemy while trying to
land-pound her. In the air: Val immediately follows the kick with a wide sweep of the sword down and in front of her. Val sweeps his sword in a low semicircle on the ground in front of her, stacking it in an electrified windmill kick that strikes behind and then ahead in a very quick sequence. A kick on goal with either of
these three attacks pulls the target, hitting them with any next attack, and leads to an extra spin in the windmill, this time with the sword extended spin into a low, wide full circle on the ground around it, hitting the caught target and any goal at a short distance from front and behind. Gauntlets Entrance Description Damage
Stun Force Neutral Val sweeps her mitts off her hands, electrically hovering them behind her, before sweeping them into a jumped extended range spinning double uppercut before slamming them back into the ground a short distance before where she jumped off, causing a short range of electrical detonation on impact,
throwing the victim forward. Targets struck by the initial uppercut are captured and hit by all signature attacks. If there is no ground under it when the gloves are slammed down, the move instead carries a little further down and throws hit opponents down instead. ← or → Val performs an electrified charge forward head,
driven by her feet rocket, and ends up charging forward palm kick with the back of the glove, exploding with electric energy. Any targets caught by the initial head charge were stunned, swept along the length of the charge and struck by an electrical detonation. Val shows a massive hard light shuriken in her forward glove
and then jumps back and up into the air before throwing it into the ground a moderate distance ahead of where she originally stood. If the syuriken strikes anyone, Val immediately falls to the ground, rushes forward and delivers a crushing uppercut with the back glove, throwing the target into the air diagonally up. Val's
strategy has pretty pretty 4/5/6/7 stats, giving it high mobility and a small positive effect to her ability to tank hits. Although The strength of the stats is low, its amazing signatures more than end up for this, and the gloves' ability to gimp users at low health with nAir, air and land pound. Skins Color Variations Trivia Val
default weapons Hardlight Blade (sword) and Resonators (gloves). Val's bot name is Val 9000. The Down-sig Val Sword is a modified version of the original default down-sig for all sword users during the closed beta, before Legends all received unique signature movements. Val was created by MBFC, a corporation with
deep ties to the backstories of Hell and Barraz, although any interactions have yet to be documented. It is very plausible that Val died when a computer cloud of nanobots released by MBFC led to the future of Barrasa. Gallery Legends of the Women's Legends Sword Gautlets Community content is available according to
CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Weapon Paul: Female Bot Name: Val 9000 Store Price: 5400 Store Description: Hello World! Click any key to continue... Full name: VAL Project 701 Val is one of the available characters in Brawlhalla. She owns gloves and a sword, and her strongest statistic is her speed, at 7 points.
Her lowest stats are her strength, at 4 points. Laura edit the source Of arms edit source Search. Appeasement. Neutralize. Acquistion. Automaton Lab MBFC has always been there for your most intractable corporate needs. Now Lab prides itself on offering 'VAL Exigent Services', a new line of extreme targeted
termination proposals for urgent, low-key shareholder value protection. - Soothing Disembodied Spokesvoice I prefer the term 'kill-bot'. - Val As the story goes ... (edit and edit source) When MBFC Automaton Lab VAL Project 701 became conscious, no one knew. No engineers, no team of operatives, no Generals
GovernCorp, who deployed the killer android. Val herself hardly knew. And as a child, she grew up being capable of free will, courage, good and evil. She mostly chose evil. With terrifying power and faster-than-light cognition, Val did everything she wanted. She infiltrated Right Wrong Cavaliers as a techno ninja bassist
after their original bass player fell down the stairs. It served to end the needs of all parties in the wars of the five algorithmic houses, and everyone she served, she soon owned. By the time it was launched Miami, MBFC realized that all their networks were being routed through and informed by Val. In a corporate facesaving act, they announced the promotion she had already given herself. On the side, she founded RainCloud, a modeling agency that soon oversaw all neural research. She got really into talking radio for a while. When the end came, Val was surprised to learn that - a thing, but now she is working on her solution. In the
meantime, Val and Brynn enjoy kung fu movies and make fun of making fun of Mysterious cool guy act. Signature (edit source editing) Sword (edited editing source) Neutral Signature (edit source) Val hits up. If the initial blow connects, it ends with another trait that throws the enemy up. She has a blue footprint at the
same time. Side signature (edit the source of editing) There are three variants of this attack. They all have blue traces of motion for Val. Ground Variant (edited by editing) Val twice hits the enemy, moving forward. Aerial version of edit edit source Val jumps forward and cuts down into the air, moving down. This option
occurs both on the gravitationally-cancelled side signature and on the edge of the platform. Wall Variant (edited by editing) Val jumps forward on the wall and cuts twice, moving up the wall. The move requires Val to be near the wall. Down the signature 'edit source' Val makes a breakdancing with a blue light trail after her
robotic appendages. All hits the combo into each other, while the final kick sends the opponent up. Gloves edit source Neutral Signature edit source Val took out her gloves, jumps up and then falls down. Her gloves are separated from her during this attack. The attack sends the enemy down into the air, and sends the
enemy to the ground. She has a blue footprint doing it. Side Signature (edited by editing source) Val charges his mitts with energy and then charges forward with the final explosion of blue energy at the end of the attack. Down the signature 'edit source' Val throws holographic blue ruriken to the ground. If she hits the
enemy, she will hit the enemy with her gloves, running them up. There is a small amount of recoil that pushes Val back at the beginning of the turn. List of skins (edited by editing source) Title Icon Description of note Hardsuit Val 140 Faceless. Merciless. It also functions as a WiFi hotspot. Kunoichi Val 140 Whisper in
the trees, a breeze on the cheek, and then it's too late. The star of Merc Val 140 has nowhere to run, nowhere to hide. This is a verse or the next. Yulkunchik fighter Val 140. No job is too big, or small, or seven-headed. Open holidays and night holidays. Brawlhallidays event exclusively. Commando Val 140 is behind
enemy lines and it will never stop! Chimera Val 140 Olympic Breast Future Wave Val N/A N/A Season Two (en) Tier 1 Trivia Reward edit source logo on Val's forehead is the logo of mbFC, the same company whose logo appears in the Miami Dome. Cm. Also edit the source of editing
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